Brink Hall
Faculty and Staff Lounge
ReDesign

Introduction

Enhance Creativity and Innovation in the University setting
Provide an area for Interdisciplinary Collaboration
ReEstablish “The” Gathering Space for Faculty and Staff
Create a Modern Living Room with classic style

Living Room for the Willis Sweet Hall circa 1950’s
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Needs:
Gathering Space
Dining
Meeting Space
Faculty Senate

Current Condition of Faculty and Staff Lounge
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Floor Plan Option 1

Adjacent Spaces:
A. Ombud Office
B. Polya Math Lab
C. ADA Entrance
D. ADA Restroom

Floor Plan Key:
1. Soft Seating
2. Tables with Chairs
3. Slate Board
4. Fireplace
5. Coffee Service Area

Proposed Floor Plan: Furniture Configured for Dining and Seating
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Floor Plan Option 2

Faculty Senate Meetings

Floor Plan Key
1. Soft Seating
2. Tables in U-shape for Faculty Senate
3. Slate Board
4. Fireplace
5. Coffee Service Area

Proposed Floor Plan: Furniture Configured for Faculty Senate

2012 Revision

Adjacent Spaces:
A. Omsbud Office
B. Polya Math Lab
C. ADA Entrance
D. ADA Restroom
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Functional Considerations:
Accoustical Privacy for Omsbud Office
Doors and ADA Accessibility
Coffee Service

North wall needs attention to provide adequate accoustical privacy for Omsbud’s Office and All Exit doors should be addressed to improve accessibility and security.

Coffee Service for Faculty and Staff Lounge

- Free Coffee Day
- Self Serve Coffee
- Full Service Coffee Kiosk
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**Design Features**

- Slate Chalk Board
- Fireplace Hearth
- Moveable Bar

**Floor Plan Key**
1. Soft Seating
2. Tables with Chairs
3. Slate Board
4. Fireplace Hearth
5. Coffee Service Area

**Soft Seating** conversation grouping at Historic Fireplace with updated tile mosaic hearth featuring embedded UI Seal

**Moveable Bar**
- Self Serve Coffee Area
- After Hours Social Events

**Slate Chalkboard** for collaboration
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1930’s Glam
Furniture and Finish Selections

West Side of Room:
- Soft seating with classic styling which recalls the glamour of the 1930’s
- Multiple conversation groupings

East Side of Room:
- Chairs and smaller tables allow for multiple configurations
- Table and floor lamps allow for additional lighting

- Soft seating options
- Four person tables
- Side chair options